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ace ventura : so here's what
happened next. marino's on a

date with holly hunter.
snowflake had a peek-a-boo
with her. holly hunter gets

abducted. snowflake gets away.
marino blames finkle. finkle has
a psych eval. finkle gets sent to
the mental hospital. marino's
craving to write a "brought to
you by ray finkle" credit card
commercial. but when finkle

got out of the institution, what
does he do? he joins the miami-
dade police department under

the alias of a missing hiker! this
is where it gets good! he

manipulates his way to the top!
ace ventura : marino puts finkle
in charge of the marino-hunter
case. marino is the star! marino

is the center of attention!
marino gets the credit! marino
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gets everything! this is
marino's moment, his time to
shine! marino takes credit for
everything! ace ventura : [to
ms. fox] this case is gonna be
easy. i'm gonna find who did it
and i'm gonna mess him up so

bad, he'll never do it again.
course that would be a shame

because we really like dolphins.
ace ventura : my name is ace
ventura, three-time canary-

eating champion of the world,
animal expert, with a doctorate
degree in animal behavior. so if
someone took your porpoise,
didn't you think you'd know

about it? ace ventura : now, i
can tell you one thing. i had

plenty of opportunities to
handle one of these this

morning after this zebra got
through a plate glass window

here at the zoo. somebody
made a big mistake following
her first film, she took a break
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from acting for about ten years.
she returned to acting after a

decade, beginning with a
supporting role in the 1991 film
ace ventura: when nature calls
and playing the title character
in the 1993 film ace ventura:
pet detective. the same year,
she played the role of beverly

in the crow. 5ec8ef588b
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